
 
 
 

Guidelines on the right to a decent home / the right 
to adequate housing. 

Shift Aotearoa | thematic reporting 

report 1 
Timing  

21 July Final draft 

23 July Shift Aotearoa / CHA Guidelines steering group 

24 July Release to HRC 

27 July Release on the Shift Aotearoa website 

Engagement data: 
Timeframe: 3 – 17 July 

Number of sessions: 6 sessions complete in this period; this report covers 2 sessions for which 
reporting-back to participants is complete.  

Sector reach: Māori and community housing sectors including emergency housing, tenant 
advocacy, construction, public sector, kaupapa Māori research. 

Audience / cohort note:  
o There is evidence of strong cultural diversity and some geographic reach.  
o There has been consistent gender diversity.  
o Engagement to date has featured stronger than anticipated reach across sectors.   

Notes: This report series is currently expected to be iterative. It is anticipated new themes will 
emerge and be reflected over the period of engagement, and the balance of content between themes 
may change over time. This may also be subject to feedback from the Human Rights Commission or 
the project steering group. 



 

Thematic reporting 
Theme 1: Who is the right for? 

Context 

The guidelines on the right to a decent home are intended to clarify what the right to 
adequate housing means in Aotearoa, for rights-holders (individuals and communities) and 
duty-bearers (e.g. local and national government). Once the right is clarified for Aotearoa it 
can become more powerful and relevant in shaping housing strategies and other housing 
initiatives.  

It is important to think about who the audience is for the guidelines, and this question is 
closely related to the idea of what the guidelines will or might change, or how they might be 
used. Will the guidelines help improve access to rights for rights-holders? Will they help 
improve protection of the right by duty-bearers?    

Feedback 

“Actually [I] think our intergenerational contract - where we take care of and are good to 
young people - is under stress to breaking point.” [participant, 0707] 

Critical in NZ that the guidelines improve and speak to the rights of children – children are 
denied a right in all housing policy: parental rights are a proxy and they can cover over and 
obscure the rights of children. 

o Guidelines need to influence developers 
o Guidelines need to empower rights-holders and duty-bearers. 

 
“Do the public see the right to housing, housing as a right?”   |   “What’s good for tenants is 
good for everyone” [tenant advocate]   |   For a “landless and homeless, and [now] houseless 
generation [i.e. young Māori]: this conversation is a very embodied experience as well as 
theoretical.” 

Theme 2: What does the right look like? 
Context 

Developing the guidelines does not begin with a blank page – it will be informed and framed 
with reference to international law which binds New Zealand. The right may be referred to as 
the right to a decent home. The human right to adequate housing is not a right to shelter or 
to bricks and mortar. It is the right to a warm, dry, safe, secure home.   

There are 7 recognised elements of the right to a decent home [UN Committee on Economic, 
Social and Cultural Rights (1991)]: security of tenure; availability of services, materials, 
facilities and infrastructure; affordability; habitability i.e. financial accessibility; accessibility; 
location; cultural adequacy.  

The role of the guidelines is to make the international right to adequate housing meaningful 
to Aotearoa.  

Feedback 

It’s “… not about the right to housing, but the right to home. Completely different. There is 
no feeling in a house: home is a secure place.” 



 
In terms of physical house: a home which is sufficient and adequate for people to lead their 
diverse lives.  

It’s important that the guidelines are clear and not misleading in that the right to a decent 
home does not mean a right to be provided with a house or home by any particular provider, 
and an individual landlord has no duty to house any particular individual. 

There is an issue in terms of dwelling standards; not Kāinga Ora standards, but right back to 
building code. 

There is a risk in Aotearoa of ending up in a welfare framing, which is not a rights framing.  

o For example, if we let it boil down to ‘trying to help those most in need’ = a welfare 
framing, and at this point the guidelines start trying to do a critical part of 
government’s role.  

The right is about dwellings which currently curtail rights, not just housing.  

o It includes the provision and existence of services for dwellings: access to amenities, 
access to opportunities.  

o Not just environmental or in terms of urban space or design, but access to 
employment and socio-cultural richness… so our population can live rich cultural 
lives. 

“At the heart of this is the exclusion of residential dwellings from accessibility regulations.” 

The right to a decent home in New Zealand needs to reflect fit for purpose facilities in homes, 
for real families in Aotearoa. 

In housing and in the housing system there is a tension between social outcomes & 
infrastructure; and between population groups & supply [facilitator’s note: this comment 
raised questions of how the right to a decent home might rebalance these tensions]. 

The guidelines should recognise and enhance living across the rural / urban divide – and avoid 
focusing only on urban housing and rights issues. 

Theme 3: ‘Localising’ the right to a decent home for Aotearoa – culture and constitution 
Context 

The guidelines are being developed specifically to make the right to a decent home more 
meaningful in Aotearoa. It is critical that the guidelines develop meaningful narrative and 
guidance around the potential of the co-location of human rights and Te Tiriti/The Treaty of 
Waitangi and other elements of Aotearoa’s constitution and rights protections. 

Beyond that the guidelines must take into account and reflect our cultural and social make-
up, norms and expectations, and be informed by the real experiences of the housing system 
faced by people and families in Aotearoa. 

The opportunity is for the guidelines to make the right real within this context.    

Feedback 

“Must be based in indigenous rights first…” 

One participant expressed an interest in “… how at home young brown people feel here” 
o Thinking about Rangatahi who are thinking about their future here – a future with 

housing insecurity, house-lessness, poverty 



 
o Creating a future for them in which they are not burdened with anger – anger 

directed at an aging white cohort who are failing to protect the basics of human 
rights and a housing system 

Cultural responsiveness in Aotearoa is important starting with reflecting Māori views and Te 
Tiriti, but it also needs to reflect a broader diversity of housing needs and aspirations. 

There is a need to express a new relationship between human rights and Te Tiriti – it seems 
like Te Tiriti is used as an excuse or a defence against human rights claims. 

o The health sector has moved away from the principles of to the ‘articles’ of Te Tiriti. 

“The right to housing and right to home is cultural. It enables Māori to be Māori.”  
o Need to make space in a Treaty analysis for all others who have arrived 

“Tino rangatiratanga should be at the heart of our conversations, and from the perspective of 
the person involved… then we can ask What is an adequate house?  

o Allowing people to live the lives they want to live – makes sense.” 

Theme 4: How will we use the guidelines 
Context 

How we use the guidelines is up to us to determine. The guidelines will offer clarity about the 
meaning of the right to a decent home, to which Aotearoa has chosen to be bound. That 
clarity may be used to empower rights holders, to guide duty bearers, and do many things in 
between.  

The guidelines are being developed within the statutory mandate of the Human Rights 
Commission but will not be legally binding.   

Feedback 

“When does it flow past being ‘guidelines’ and become something we do something with. 
Where do these rights to a decent home and the guidelines ‘stop’: being clear about the line 

where standards and policy kick-in as a result of the guidelines – and how we orientate toward 
that line.” 

Can/will the guidelines (and how can they) inform Cabinet decision making? 

Can the guidelines form or offer a basis for evaluation / monitoring legislation and policy 
outcomes? “Do the guidelines offer a lens for evaluation of the regulatory system and 
regime? … as an auditing tool?” 

 Can the guidelines explore or define measurement and how progress could be measured?  

 Where do the guidelines stop, and standards and policy kick-in? 

Important to frame the guidelines not as a ‘stick’ but as a contribution which a range of 
parties will see as valuable… “so people don’t see it as undermining their interests or 
demonising them…”  

“Many of these issues [relating to the right to a decent home] have been public, debated, 
pushed for ages. Where that leaves us is that we need a new approach.” 

o Rights holders and duty bearers should be empowered 
o The aspiration is the minimum [for now?] 
o The guidelines need to influence property investors 



 
The exclusion of residential dwellings from accessibility standards is critical [facilitators note: 
the implication was that rights relating to accessibility expressed in the guidelines could help 
shift residential building into the regimes of existing regulatory standards].   

“You can’t assume New Zealanders believe there is the right to housing. Getting them on 
paper is a great first step.” 

“We need to be strong in the language we use: the right to housing does exist 
o Let’s not talk about ‘social outcomes’ let’s talk about ‘human outcomes’” 

Theme 5: Creating conditions (system, infrastructure, regulatory) to generate decent 
housing 

Context 

The regulatory environment is currently not delivering a housing system within which the 
right to housing is protected or fulfilled. The right to a decent home [once clarified] could be 
used to influence systemic change behind the external facing expressions of the housing 
system: homelessness, state and community housing, development and supply, tenancies.  

Feedback 

“The legislative framework is currently designed to regulate for a ‘typical market’, but that is 
not working.” 

Whose responsibility is it to ensure the housing system, and the system of infrastructure 
development and funding, and planning deliver on the right to housing, and what are those 
responsibilities.  

o Much of this rests with government: there is lots of legislation that fails to enable the 
right to a decent home 

In construction competition means [even for those with goodwill] until the regulatory 
standards are raised “… we will continue to compete” [i.e. cut out cost by reducing ‘nice to 
have’ features].  

“You can’t do anything if you don’t have a home. Our system is about profit. How do we 
change that…?” 

Theme 6: Minimum standards, or statements of expectation / aspiration? 
Context 

Human rights generally are subject to progressive realisation which is tied to a State’s 
resource availability.  

Should the guidelines avoid both progressive realisation and resource availability by focussing 
on the minimum core content of the right to a decent home which is not subject to 
progressive realisation and resource availability?  

Feedback 

The guidelines need to be/set a minimum standard 
o Safe warm dry – does it need a minimum? 
o For a family of 5 you need certain facilities 
o There is an overflow/interface with rights in the environment 



 
o The guidelines should include/cover all the basic requirements of a good life - 

adequate housing for a good life. 

What standards can be included in the guidelines? Can the guidelines refer to HomeStart and 
LifeMark? 

How might the guidelines interact with or brush up against the Building Code?  

o The building code is already a set of minimum standards… 

“We are in a dire situation – the ideas of ‘aspirations’ and ‘minimum’ are very close!” 
[Reaching] minimum standards in housing in terms of the right to a decent home, is currently 
‘aspirational.’  

The exclusion of residential dwellings from a range of binding standards is a critical problem. 

Theme 7: Interface with Urban Design and urban development 
Context 

Urban development and design are critical contexts within families live, and within which 
housing – especially new housing – exists. Current government investment and the scaling up 
of redevelopment on public land nationally represents our once in a generation push toward 
higher intensity and more housing units. 

So we need to get this right, right now. 

Feedback 

Need to reach the point where “… housing stock is part of universal infrastructure critical to 
fulfilling a right to housing – otherwise we pathologies those who don’t get into the housing.” 

Community – engendering and ensuring housing outcomes in which communities are 
strengthened: “what can I do for the community, and what can the community do for me…” 

Theme 8: Community 
Context 

Homes exist in communities and families live rich lives in strong communities.  

Feedback 

“Our communities are subjected to movement of capital and property market – you don’t 
have control over being in a community:  

‘ Community’ disappears – our current market does not serve community.” 

“We (an organisation) think of a place to belong, not so much a house. You can build a 
structure, but how does it connect – that’s the important bit, and the soft fabric of 
community.”  

Theme 9: Homelessness 
Context 

Homelessness represents a critical failure of a State to respect, promote, and fulfil the human 
right to a decent home, as well as a societal failure to demand standards and services which 
ensure homelessness is prevented and resolved quickly when it does occur. 



 
The recent National Homelessness Action Plan [Feb. 2020] targets an end to homelessness 
and therefore carries an unexpressed alignment with human rights.   

The potential role of the guidelines at this critical end of the spectrum alongside other 
documents and directives is exciting.  

Feedback 

“It’s important to create an environment in which all people have a right to home” 

Theme 10: Other rights  
Context 

The right to a decent home interacts with many other rights and it is accepted in international 
law that human rights can and must be read and expressed together. 

Issues and comments relating to equity, and the rights of indigenous peoples are embedded 
in some feedback above. This section will offer reflections on other rights and how they 
interact with the right to a decent home. 

Feedback 

Choice: “the right of Choice: if there is variety in tenure, typologies, maybe we can age in 
place… and not expect to have to move away” 

 

 
 


